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Abstract : Fusion cross sections are calculated within the double-folding model usiag 
different forms of M3Y force for the nuclear pairs *®Ca ♦ ^®Ca, *^Ni + ®*Ni, *®0 + ^*Si, 
'®Ho + and ^®Si + *^ ®Er. The results are comparable with that of Skyrme SKIII force 
predictions and with the experimental data.
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1 . In tro d u c tio n
Heavy ion fusion reaction  bave been tbe subject o f  experim ental and theoretical 
invc.stij!ations bu t a  clear understanding is far from being established. In a previous 
work [ 1 ] an effective M3 Y nucleon-nucleon interaction is used to calculate the real part o f a 
nucleus-nucleus potential using a  double folding m odel. The results agree with the 
experim ental data when j  < 7. L illey  et al [2] rq x n ied  that the double folding
model with M 3Y force leads to a  failure for s a n e  reactions despite its success in predicting 
the interaction potential between two ions. D ifferent attempts have been made to imjative 
this force by including explicit energy and doisity  dependence [3,4].
To check the validity o f such modifleations, we com pared tbe calculated fusion 
excitation function o f  several pairs o f  nuclei with the experim ental data at several 
bombarding energies [5]. The results are also com pared with the predictions of W oods- 
,Saxon potential and the proximity potential.
It w as found that the DDM 3Y f a c e  is suitable for describing the two nucleon 
interaction in com parison with tbe W oods-Saxon and tbe proximity potential. Also, tbe 
smooth cut-off approximation is better in some cases than the sharp cut-ofr tq;)iMOximation.
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In tbe above calculations, the exchange part o f the potential is o f  zero-range. Several 
m odifications to the M 3Y force were m ade using finite range effects in the exchange 
part [6,7].
In the present work, calculations are m ade for the fusion-cross sections using 
different versions of M 3Y force with zero range and finite range exchange potentials. A 
comparison was also m ade with the predictions of the famous Skyim e (SKIII) force.
In Section 2, w e give a  brief description o f  the form alism  used. In Section 3 we 
present the numerical results and discussion.
2. T he fo rm alism
The nucleus-nucleus potential splits into two parts
V(/?, £ )  = {i j \vj |y > + (y IV e ,l;j) , (1)
i.P
J’T J 'Pj,T
|j)  and |y ) refer to the single particle w ave functions o f the nucleons in the tw o nuclei, 
respectively, vj  is the direct and Ve* the exchange potential o f the NN  interaction. A 
com m only used procedure in calculating the exchange part is the choice o f a  ^ fu n c tio n  for 
the interaction Vex whereas for the direct term
Vd = 7999 _ 2134 2 .5 S (2)
(3)
(4)
This is the nonnal M 3Y force with zero range exchange potential [8]
Vd + = 7999 -  2134 -  262.2 5 (5 ) .
For a  finite range exchange force [9] takes the form
v „  = 4631.38 .  1787.13
>7 c-T,. exp (-0 .7 0 7 2 5 )
— 0 5 7 5 ^ — •
For tbe direct part Vj, the long range O PEP is exactly zero, whereas for the exchange part 
Vex, ibe O PEP com ponent has a  finite contribution as shown in eq. (4) [6].
In our analysis, we have also used a  third and a much m ore recent version o f the 
M 3Y  fc»ce derived by tbe Paris group [10] which has tbe following form
V, =  11061.6 _ 2537.5 . (5)
= -1 5 2 4  -  518.8
,  exp (-0 .7 0 7 2 S )
■ o . w i s — • '
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It is clear that for the Paris potential the exchange component is more attractive than the 
first version, the OPEP part is the same for both cases.
By introducing the one-body density matrices p ,(2 )(r. r ')  of the two colliding 
nuclei widi the diagonal tom s giving the m att^ densities p(r,  r' )ap(r) ,  one can write the 
direct and exchange nucleus-nucleus potoiiials in the following forms
= jPiirx)p2ir2)vpiS)dridr2, S ^ T2 * rj + (7)
where px (rj) is the Fermi-disiribution of the nuclear density of the projectile and p 2 (r2> is 
the same for the target.
(8)
where p^, Rq and a are the parameters of the Woods-Saxdi distribution, vq (5 = rj -  r, + R) 
is the effective NN into-action and R is the separation of center of mass of the colliding 
nuclei.
ik(R)S rffjdr2.
Here, fdR) is the relative motion momentum given by 
2mM
kHR) = [£c.m. -  V(R) -  V'c(^)].
(9)
(10)
where M -  Ax ^2 /(^1  + A2) is the reduced mass, £c.m. the center-of-mass energy in 
nucleus-nucleus frame, V -  V/> Vex and V(fR) are the total nuclear and Coulomb potential 
respectively.
The direct potential and the Coulomb potential are calculated using the same method 
as developed by Greiner et al [11] and as in Ref. [5] where the six-dimensional integral is 
reduced to only three-dimensimial integral.
After some transformaticHis the exchange integral takes the following form [6]
' ' ex = 42r| s)f 2 i r - R ,  s)dr,  (11)
0
FI
where/i(2) (s) = Pi(2) is) 7j (kn(2) ir)s), and the spherical Bessel functions are 
Ui X)  = smXfX
JxiX) = 3jxiX)/X
= 3(sinX /X 3 -  c o s X/ X^ ) ,
C, is taken here to be «»]/4.
■\V2
and (12)
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Since the exchange potmtial contains the rdative motion momentum IdR) which in 
turn depends on the total HI potential, one has to solve a self-consisting problem to obtain 
the exchange part of the HI potential at each radial point
In the present work, we Wve chosen the iterative method suggested by Chaudhuri 
et al [6] to ensure self ctmsistaicy at all radial points, using V/) as the starting potential to 
enter jo (HR) S/M)  in the exchange integral. From the above equations it is clear that the 
exchange potential takes into account the density dependence of the potential through kpi 
and kf!2  in eq. (12).
Finally, on adding the Coulomb potential Vc (R) to die nuclear potential V/> (£, R) + 
Vex (E, R) we get V (R) which gives the height Vg and position Rg of the interaction barrier 
for each reaction. From these infcmnation we can calculate the fusion cross section above 
the barrier Ecm. > Vg which is described by the sharp cut-off model expression [5,12]
= TCRl [' ■ (13)
for the reactions considered using three different interactions of M3 Y type.
3. Numerical results and discussion
In this section, we present our calculations of fusion barrier heights, positions and fusion 
cross sections for the following pairs ^C a + ^®(2a, **Ni + *^Ni, +^*Si, ^**Ho + and
3osi + no£f Our calculations are compared with the empirical data and other model 
calculations using Skynne SKIII force [13]. Table 1 gives this comparison for M3Y force
Tabic i. Comparisoo between the values of Rg (fm) and Vg (MeV) in our work with other 
theoretical predictions.
System
Present work
IV
Ref. [13]
Exp.
I n III
Vb Vb Rb Vb Rb Vb Rb Vb
9.55 56.11 9.84 53.73 10.29 53.38 9.68 54.26 9.510.5 50.628
1201 1201
10.03 98.79 11.71 94.00 11.67 93.61 10.77 95.69 8.6 93.5
116] [161
9.01 16.87 9.06 16.12 9.30 16.00 8.55 17.25 7.98 17.23
[17] [171
14n + 165jjo 11.55 57.08 11.24 57.19 11.37 59.81 — — —
*>Si+‘™Er 11.44 112.83 12.24 107.05 12.62 106.58 —• — — —
with zero range exchange interaction and two types of M3Y force with finite range 
exchange interaction in addition to the results of SKIII force and the empirical data. The 
barrier heights increase with increasing Z1Z2 values. This is because for larger Z1Z2 values, 
more nuclear interactitms are needed to balance the Coulomb repulsion. Computer
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prograounes have been established and checked to calculate the direct and exchange M3Y 
potentials and die Coulomb potential as explained in the previous section.
FiKurr I. Fu.imn cros.s section ior + ^ C a  pair 
J  expenmcntal point.s Refs 114.15].
(I) M3Y with z^To range exchange potenual. 
fIJ) M3Y using eq (4) for the exchange part
(III) M3Y using Paris |X)teriUal.
(IV) SKIII using Skyrme lorce, Ref. |I 3].
Figure 2. Fusion cross section for -»■ '^“^Ni pair 
J  experimental points. Ret [ 1 f>]
(I) M'^Y with zero range exchange jTolenUal.
(II) M3Y using eq (4) for tlie exchange part.
(III) M3Y using Paris pi l^enLial
(IV) SKIII using Skyrme force. Ref. 113]
The fusion cross section of all reactions studied are plotted v.v (£\. ^   ^ and are
shown in Figures (1-5) along with the previous SKIII calculations [13] and the 
experimentiU data which are Uikcn from Refs. [ 14-19j. The results arc gcxxl in comparison 
witii the experimental data as well as with SKIII force calculations using EDF. The 
ditfercnl torms of M3 Y force which are used here arc energy and density independent. I ’he 
dependence on density here is implicit. Explicit energy and density dependences may be 
introduced in the N~N M3Y force mentioned in the text. For such potentials a smooth cut­
off approximation may be appropriate for calculating and Such work is m progress 
and will be reported elsewhere.
For our calculations fit the experimental data giving their average
behaviour using M3Y potential with zero range exchange force or M3Y with finite range 
exchange force. One can also notice that for "^^ Ni ^^Ni and ^^ S^i + "^^ E^r there is no great 
difference for the quality of fit between the different forces used in the present work. On the 
73A(3F16
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Figure 3. Same as Figure (2) but for
16o .^28si
^  expehmental points. Ref. [17].
Hgu*« ^  Fusion cross section for + ^^Ho. 
i  expehmental points, Ref. [18].
(I) M3Y with zero range exchange potential.
(II) M3 Y using eq. (4) for the exdiange part.
(III) M3Y using Paris potential.
Figure 5. Same as Figure (4) but for ^Si V ^^ ^Er. 
^  experimental points, Ref. [19].
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contrary for '^ N and -f ‘^Si we find that M3Y force with zm> range exchange
force gives a better fit than M3Y fwce with finite range exchange force. We conclude that 
the fusion excitation functicxi for the pairs of nuclei considered here using M3Y forces are 
comparable with the experimental data as well as with the theoretical peidictions d f Skyime
SKlIl force.
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